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Personalized AR Stations and VR Screens
With Hyperloop, your commute can be as productive or relaxing as you want

The augmented reality personal work stations are designed to conform to

it to be. Onboard augmented reality and virtual reality displays that connect

each user's interests. passions, and goals. These stations provide easy access

with your personal devices offer an immersive experience that fits your

to important apps and programs that can be customized by each user. The

personalized workflow.

display is built to be immersive in a confined 3D space, while keeping users
from being isolated from their surroundings.

The VR wall displays simulate the landscape outside to evoke a sense of

movement during your trip, while supplying users with useful information such

Using this technology will help passengers feel more comfortable inside the

as travel time, weather, and other diagnostics. Front-facing AR displays provide

Hyperloop pod and equip them with the necessary tools to both be efficient

a personalized work station to make the most of your travel time and start

and/or lackadaisical while on their short commute. Having this personal

your day off right.

station will also maintain anonymity by keeping the content private for each
passenger and only being visible at their own sitting perspective. Through

these interfaces, the user can truly enjoy the state of the art technology while
riding the newest and greatest form of public transportation.
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Blackout Mode

Interactive Overlay Mode

Window Mode

For the user who is riding Hyperloop purely as a means of transportation,

For the user who is hoping to have the complete Hyperloop experience, we

For the user who might be feeling slight apprehension to being safely secured

we provide the option of completely shutting off your side glass display to

provide a fully interactive public screen for each seat. This screen gives access

in a Hyperloop pod, or just in the mood for some beautiful sights, we provide

procure privacy and minimize ambient light. Blackout mode is appropriate for

to local trip information such as estimated speed and time of arrival and local

window mode which simulates beautiful terrains as if you were actually zipping

those who want to nap or sit without any distraction.

forecasts for your destination.

past them on a train.

Internal User Experience
University of Washington Division of Design

A Space For Communities
Community thrives in organic settings. Forcing communal experiences

prevents meaningful relationships from naturally forming, while isolating
users prevents any connection from developing at all. Our design is intended
to give each user the ability to control when and how to engage with other
passengers.
360 degree rotating seats allow natural interaction across groups in a modular
manner that accounts for any group size. An open hallway through the
center of the pod encourages free navigation throughout the interior without
restricting users to a tightly confined space. Glass interior walls provide

users with an unrestricted view of the entire pod to evoke a holistic feeling

of community. UW Hyperloop is built to accommodate families, friends, and

individuals alike.

Flexible Seating

Convenient Storage

Comfortable Travel

The swiveling chairs make the space flexible to accommodate various groups

The storage space near the entrance of the pod allows for convenient storage

The recessed seating utilizes the small space to give each rider a comfortable

conversation with friends, or simply relax by yourself.

stowed under the seat where they are easy to reach but safe from theft.

of riders. Have a meeting before reaching your destination, enjoy a casual

of oversized items, such as large suitcases or strollers. Smaller items can be

and personal area while they travel, creating spaces of both privacy and

community. The walkway allows easy access to the bathroom. conveniently
located at the rear of the Hyperloop pod.

